
Sumac Ridge Project - Community Liaison Committee (CLC)  
Meeting Minutes 

 
 

Date:   Thursday, September 22, 2016 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM 
Location:  Ballyduff Presbyterian Church    
Attendees: Community CLC members: Linda Carder, Richard Holly, Garry Marnoch, Ryan Wilbee  

wpd – Jonathan Clifford, Paul Deol, Valerie Kitchell, K. Todoroff  
Audience: Attending members of the local community 

Reference:  Sumac Ridge Wind Project Development 
Agenda: 

• WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS  
• SLIDE PRESENTATION BY WPD 
• CLC DISCUSSION ITEMS 
• QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC   
• ADJOURNMENT  

 

Presentation 
 
Jonathan Clifford: CLC Overview, Project Update (See presentation attached). 
 
Question from the Public: Asked if the connection point would be existing infrastructure known at that 
location.  
Paul Deol: Clarified that the switching station would be a new construction, and that what exists there 
now is for the fiber (internet) that currently services the area.  
 
Question from the Public: Asked if turbine components were to be transported along Gray Rd. 
Paul Deol: Answered that no, only hydro is being installed along Gray Rd., it is not a delivery route. 
 
Gary Marnoch: Asked whether Gray Rd. would remain un-assumed. 
K. Todoroff: Confirmed that Gray Rd. would remain un-assumed. 
 
Jonathan Clifford: Reviewed activities since last meeting (See presentation attached). 
 
Question from the Public: Asked a question regarding the soil currently along Wild Turkey: What will 
happen to that volume of soil? Will there be ditches and embankments on the improved section of Wild 
Turkey? Currently, where there are ditches they are very narrow and shallow – and above them are 
large embankments of the earth removed for the widening.  Left as it is would seem to spell major run-
off and erosion problems in the future.  Is further work on this aspect of the road widening 
planned?  Will the raw earth will be removed and the ditches deepened? 
K. Todoroff: Explained that while there will not be ditching for the full length, wpd was waiting for a 
culvert. After the culvert installation, much of the soils will be shaped back into the way the area was 
and compacted to avoid risk of erosion.  



 
Question from the Public: Asked if the main road wpd would be going up was going to be Ballyduff. 
Jonathan Clifford: Confirmed that yes, Ballyduff and Hwy 7A for the northern turbines. 
 
Question from the Public: Asked about Wild Turkey during operation – will it remain un-assumed, will it 
be plowed, and who will maintain the shortcut. 
Jonathan Clifford: Explained that that snow clearing plans were not finalized. Explained that wpd would 
need access for maintenance and any potential emergency. Further explained that the agreement was 
that 20 years from now, it would be returned to its previous state.  
 
Question from the Public: Asked whether information from this meeting would be shared.   
Jonathan Clifford: Indicated that the presentation would be posted online. 
Question from the Public: Asked about how the information could be accessed without internet. 
Jonathan Clifford: Indicated that upon request, the information would be mailed in hardcopy 
K. Todoroff: Stated that he would provide his business card, and could be called anytime.  
 

Agenda Items from CLC 
 
Jonathan Clifford: Explained that there were some questions arising from the staking/surveying of Gray 
Rd. 
K. Todoroff: Explained that along Gray, wpd had a surveyor out for where the poles would go, and also 
to delineate the southern Right of Way limit. Explained that in some cases, one might have seen some 
stakes on the private property side of the fence, but that the fenceline is not the property line. Explained 
that the staking is just the extent of the OEB limit that wpd can work within, but that as far as clearing 
was concerned, Gray Rd. was only cleared up until the stake or the fence, whichever came first. Stated 
that there was also a potential pole location that may get in the way of a fence, but that wpd would 
make sure that access is not blocked, and that there was some flexibility there.  
Paul Deol: Explained that the initial design was done on paper, but that wpd actually does have some 
leeway. wpd's consultant inputs all the parameters and the proposed modifications and determine 
whether there is any anchoring that needs to be put in for example, but there will be a way to ensure a 
design that does not impeded access. 
 
Jonathan Clifford: Explained that there were some questions regarding the locations of the turbines as 
permitted vs. where they are going. Explained that the Ministry was contacted in this regard, and 
verified that wpd was building where permitted.  
 
Jonathan Clifford: Stated that there were some questions about direct community benefits. Indicated 
that as far as direct funds, there was nothing at present.  
Linda Carder: Stated that there were community benefits for other projects, and that it was her 
understanding that the community had turned down some proposed funds from another project in the 
area. Expressed that this did not make much sense and that perhaps as a community there could be 
movement to seek some kind of arrangement between the developers to provide direct benefit. Raised 
the example of the Manvers Community Centre that is in need of funds.  



Jonathan Clifford: Stated that if there were any ideas or anything proposed, they would certainly be 
considered. 
 
Richard Holly: Asked about turbine lighting – wanted to know when the lights were to go on. 
K. Todoroff: Answered that wpd would have all five lit, and that generally as soon as the turbines are 
erected, the company will have solar panels and hardwire them to the turbines to light them until such 
time as the backfeed is set up. Generally, the turbines will be lit within a day or two.  
Jonathan Clifford: Explained that Transport Canada regulates the lighting, and that which turbines are lit 
is determined by the layout.   
 
Question from the Public: Asked whether the turbine nacelles rotate, and commented that the other 
project’s turbines have not been moving. 
K. Todoroff: Explained that the other project likely does not have the turbines fully set up yet.  
 

Open Questions 
 
Question from the Public: Asked for details about remediation. 
Jonathan Clifford: Stated that the best resource for decommissioning information would be the 
Decommissioning Plan Report. Explained that monies are also set aside for that purpose. While it’s 
possible that the entirely of each foundation might not come out, the hydro lines would come down.  
Paul Deol: Stated that any cables a meter deep will stay. 
  
Question from the Public: Asked about the voltage of the lines. 
Paul Deol: 44kv 
 
Question from the Public: Stated that he had seen studies by Connectix on wind and solar. Stated that 
all jurisdictions have been failing to meet the requirements to provide clean power without unwieldly 
frequency and voltage variations. Stated that there are issues with grid stability, and asked if anyone 
could speak to that.  
Paul Deol: Explained that power quality has increased significantly. HONI has completed significant 
studies to determine that the power coming has voltage control and frequency regulation. Explained 
that there are thresholds within which one can stay, and that if one does not remain within those 
thresholds, one is tripped off. There are also systems at the switching station that monitor quality. 
Effectively if an electricity producer made any errors on this front, they would be shut off.  
Question from the Public: Asked if there has been any thought given to using windpower to support the 
grid when the major transmission lines are out.  
Paul Deol: Explained that islanding is a big concern and safety risk  as there is a chance  someone could 
be working on the electrical lines when energized . Stated that his sense was that that’s not something 
HONI would support given safety concerns.  
 
Jonathan Clifford: Asked if there were any other questions or items to discuss. Proposed next Spring for 
the next meeting.  
 
END MEETING 



September 22, 2016



1.) Welcome and Project Overview1.) Welcome and Project Overview

3.) Project Timeline3.) Project Timeline

4.) Project Update: Development Status4.) Project Update: Development Status

5.) CLC Member Discussion5.) CLC Member Discussion

2.) Purpose of the CLC and introductions2.) Purpose of the CLC and introductions

6.) Comments, Concerns, Questions, Suggestions 6.) Comments, Concerns, Questions, Suggestions 



Community Liaison Meeting (CLC)

Meet at least twice a year for two years

 CLC meeting provides an open forum for citizens

 CLC members Represent and communicate community 
interests

 Provide a forum for the Company to provide regular 
updates on project activities

 First meeting was held April 28, 2016



The Sumac Ridge Wind Project
A Class 4 Wind Facility with a total 
nameplate Capacity of 10.25MW

5 turbines, all located within the 
City of Kawartha Lakes

Renewable Energy Approval 
issued December 11th, 2013



Sumac Ridge Project Area



Project Timeline



Construction began in 2016 and will continue through the fall and winter 
depending on seasonal, environmental, and regulatory aspects.

Construction Timeline



Spring 2016 Activities

 Vegetation clearing 
on Wild Turkey 
Road In April

 Pause in activities 
during bird nesting 
season (May‐July)



Summer 2016 

 Construction restarted 
week of August 22nd with 
surveying, vegetation 
Clearing across project, 
fencing, delineation of 
construction zones 
 Creation of new 
entrances or widening of 
existing ones.
 Access Road  
construction.



Fall 2016 

 Once access roads are 
complete foundations 
will be built
Work on the switching 
station will begin
 Cable work (above and 
below ground) will be 
installed



Construction 2017

 Switching Station work 
will continue along with 
electrical infrastructure
 Turbine installation 
slated for 
Spring/Summer 2017
 Commercial operation 
is usually reached with 
two months of turbines 
being constructed



Notifying the Community
We are committed to public safety, 
minimizing disruptions, and open 
communication.
wpd will strive to provide notification 
to the local community about 
construction activities and other events 
that may affect the local area.  



Notifying the Community
wild Turkey Road Construction; 15 days Notice. Will be 
provided to CKL and posted on wpd’s website at:

www.sumacridgewindfarm.ca
 We will provide notices should there be any road closures 
or delays on the road

 Notice of impending large loads and delivery (turbine 
components). 



In Case of Emergency
wpd has an Emergency Response and 
Communications Plan  with procedures to 
handle emergency situations in a safe and 
efficient manner

• Dial 911Major Emergency 
Situation (Injury, fire 

etc.)

• Contact the 
Site Manager

Non‐Emergency 
Situation (Site 

concerns, equipment 
management, etc.)

City of Kawartha Lakes: 
Customer Service: 1‐888‐822‐

2225
After Hours: 1‐877‐885‐7337

wpd Canada:
905‐813‐8400
Site Manager:  
Extension: 235



Complaints
Contact wpd Canada or MOE
If you believe that a renewable energy facility is not meeting 
legal requirements contact:

Spills Action Centre
1‐800‐268‐6060

If you have questions or concerns you could also call the local 
ministry office:

Peterborough District Office
1‐800‐558‐0595

See also: https://www.ontario.ca/environment‐and‐
energy/renewable‐energy‐approvals



Agenda: CLC Member Questions
 Stake/Survey along Grey Rd. 
Community Benefits
Other:



 Next Meeting Date
 Distributing Minutes From Meeting
 Comment Follow up





E‐Mail: 
sumacridgeproject@wpd‐canada.ca
Phone Number: 
905‐813‐8400
Project Website: www.sumacridgewindfarm.ca
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